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Structured Abstract

Purpose: Principal-agent theory has been used to understand relationships among different professional groups and explain performance management between organisations, but is rarely used for primary care research. This article explores whether principal-agent theory can be used attain a better primary care performance management understanding.

Design/Methodology/Approach: Purposive sampling was used to identify general practices in north west England. Interviews were carried out with directors, managers and clinicians in commissioning and regional performance management organisations and within general practices. Data analysed using matrix analysis techniques were used to produce a performance management case study.

Findings: There are various principal-agent framework elements that can be applied in primary care. Goal alignment is relevant, but can only be achieved through clear, strategic direction and consistently interpreting objectives at all levels. There is confusion between performance measurement and performance management and a tendency to focus on things that are easy to measure whilst omitting care aspects that are more difficult to capture. Appropriate incentives, good communication, clinical engagement, ownership and trust affect the degree to which information asymmetry is overcome and goal alignment achieved. Achieving the right balance between accountability and clinical autonomy is important to ensure governance and financial balance without stifling innovation.

Originality/Value: The principal-agent theoretical framework can be used to better understand performance management in primary care; although it is likely that only partial goal alignment will be achieved, dependent on alignment among of several factors.
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Introduction

Although principal-agent theory has been used to understand relationships among different professional groups and explain contractual arrangements and performance management between organisations, principal-agent theory’s use in primary care research is limited. Performance management is a major feature of managing healthcare in a publicly-funded
system, and is used in particular to provide assurance to commissioning organisations regarding accountability, safety, efficiency and quality. The growing emphasis on performance management in primary care highlights the importance of understanding and exploring this concept.

There is an increasing emphasis on improving public services effectiveness using private sector principles (Radnor and McGuire, 2004) where managers are under pressure to demonstrate service quality and value through improved customer focus, flexibility, innovation and cost (Neely, 1999). There is evidence to suggest that where performance measurement systems have been adopted by managers as an approach to management, performance tends to be better than those where such systems have not been used (Lingle and Schiemann, 1996; Carmen and Fredericks, 2010).

Within public sector healthcare systems, performance measurement role, including using clinical indicators, has changed from being a minor component in healthcare management to one where the demands for greater accountability, safety, efficiency and quality have accentuated measurement and reporting. Despite the fact that performance measures are now widely used within the public sector, there remains little evidence about their usefulness and whether managers actually achieve goals set by policy-makers (Propper and Wilson, 2003). There is a drive to develop more performance indicators, although there has been little evidence that they have had a positive effect on decision making, improved health services, or health outcomes (Adair et al., 2003) or have been able to demonstrate their overall effect or value for money (Sheldon, 2005). However, in complex organisations and systems such as the NHS, it seems likely that multiple performance management systems (PMSs) will be required to achieve overall success. Interdependencies with other organisations, healthcare professionals of varying disciplines and patients are just some examples how relationships between organisations and people leads to a complex information map, asymmetry and potentially conflicting goals.

Performance assessment frameworks are used to monitor healthcare systems, but many are variable quality and coverage is often not comprehensive or adequately balanced (Smith, 2002). Authors argue that performing well should mean improving quality, not simply productivity (Dixon, 2000). Strict reliance on measuring quantitative data contained in administrative datasets can only assess care elements that are consistently and reliably recorded. Some argue that data collected for administrative or financial purposes will not meet quality assessment data requirements (Campbell et al., 2000). As well as the more traditional performance criteria such as: adherence to strict budgets, maximising patient through-put and waiting times reduction for elective surgery, a broader view of what constitutes health system performance is increasingly seen as important, including, for example, patient satisfaction and clinical quality. However, a challenge to implementing this wider view is the ability to integrate top-down performance management (standards, priorities and accountability) with clinical network systems (professional concern with clinical quality, patient focus, peer review and continuous improvement) (Smith, 2002).

While there are many reasons to promote performance management there are counter-arguments such as: distortion, exclusion, misinterpretation and data manipulation along with high transaction costs and employee demoralisation (Talbot, 2005). Poor data quality and comparability, differing priorities or perspectives among stakeholders, insufficient expertise and insufficient linkage with subsequent action (Sheldon, 2005) exemplify how performance management can result in unintended consequences. There is little consensus on performance measurement’ s importance or management within healthcare and evidence supporting its effectiveness is equivocal and contested.

NHS context
The NHS in England has undergone structural change since 2010, following the first coalition government since 1945. The White Paper: Equity and Excellence – Liberating the NHS (DH, 2010) outlined fundamental reforms to the NHS - devolving commissioning budgets to local areas and replacing primary care trusts (PCTs) with smaller clinically led clinical commissioning groups (CCGs) and abolishing strategic health authorities (SHAs), the bodies responsible for ensuring that PCTs performed effectively, and the layer between them and the Department of Health. The following three years saw these plans put into action, with responsibilities and functions allocated differently across various organisations including CCGs, NHS England, Public Health England, local authorities and commissioning support units (CSUs). The political debate highlighted the difficulties managing a complex system at a time when cutting management cost remained a national priority. Despite changes in organisations and structures, performance management through healthcare commissioners continues to be an important assurance and accountability elements.

Various performance measures are used at a national level to assess English primary care organisation/CCG performance, including referral to treatment cancer and A&E targets, and waiting times. The Quality and Outcomes Framework (QOF) is the performance framework that helps to form the General Medical Services (GMS) contract for general practices and was introduced on 1 April 2004. The QOF rewards practices for providing quality care with financial resources, and helps to fund further improvements in clinical care.

The empirical data on which this paper is based (Rogan, 2013) was gathered when SHAs and PCTs still existed. Strategic health authority staff were responsible for agreeing the organisation's strategy and monitoring performance against financial, quality and other targets. Improving public health and reducing health inequalities were also important strategic objectives. Primary care trusts were the local NHS commissioners who had ultimate accountability for commissioning health services within the local area and for ensuring that the local health system worked towards improving the population’s health and well-being.

Primary care trust staff were responsible for identifying current and future local health needs, working with clinicians, public and other stakeholders, and had responsibility for seeking views and input from clinicians and across the community to inform the development of strategic priorities for healthcare in the local area. Primary care trust staff were encouraged to work with clinicians in reviewing services or designing new service models and had responsibility to ensure that the right infrastructure was in place to enable this to happen. These commissioning relationships are similar in the current structures and relationships in the NHS in England, where CCG managers are the commissioners and accountable to NHSE for performance management. The research on which this paper is based (Rogan, 2013) was carried out at a time when the current structures had been announced but not put in place and so some reference is made to these throughout.

**Principal-agent theory**

Our purpose is to explore whether principal-agent theory can be used to better understand primary care performance management. Principal-agent theory is described as a dilemma where one party (the principal) needs another party (the agent) to deliver the first party’s objectives, although the principal cannot fully control or even observe the agent’s activity (NAO, 2008). It has its origins in economic theory (Smith, 1776). The principal-agent theory challenge has been described as:

The central dilemma being that the contractor or agent has an informational advantage and different objectives to the employer or principal. The agent’s objectives are often to maximise its own profits, rather than to produce the maximum quality or quantity of the good the principal desires (NAO, 2008, p. 6).
The principal-agent problem is often clear in contractual agreements that are written within an information asymmetry context (i.e., informational advantage), uncertainty and risk where principals can never hope to completely check an agent’s performance. This may arise in the public sector between organisations, teams and individuals within a delivery chain. Where multiple stakeholders (principals) exist, such as in the public sector, priorities may not be fully aligned between all parties, giving rise to potentially conflicting objectives. This is in contrast to the private sector where generally owner interests are focused on the single value maximization objective (Dixit, 2002). Public sector managers are often expected to simultaneously achieve cost-effectiveness and equity. The relationship is underpinned by principal and agent’s self-interest.

The growing emphasis on primary care performance management highlights the importance of understanding and exploring this concept. In our research, principal-agent theory has been used to explain the relationship between commissioners (principals) and clinicians or GPs (agents) as healthcare providers. Its application enables a better understanding of the importance, use and problems associated with performance management by managers and clinicians in the English NHS from a primary care perspective. An outline how the principal-agent theoretical framework is applied in this research is provided in Figure I. Clinicians will be referred to as agents throughout and commissioners (SHA/PCT managers) as principals.

Figure 1 here
Methods
Qualitative methods were used within a single case study framework to investigate the ways in which primary care performance is understood from the principals and agents’ perspectives.

Participants
The research was carried out in one SHA, one PCT and 12 general practices in the same geographical area in England. General practices were selected using various information to ensure a broad response:

1. **Practice size** (registered patients)
2. **Ethnicity** (% South Asian) – because the area where the research was carried out has some areas where there South Asian patients are concentrated.
3. **Deprivation** (based on low income score index - LISI)
4. **Clinical Performance** (combined clinical productivity performance indicators) – to explore performance management understanding, awareness and variation in primary care during the interviews using sample performance data on clinical indicators.
5. **Prescribing Performance** (combined prescribing productivity indicators) - to explore performance management understanding, awareness and variation in primary care during the interviews using sample performance data on prescribing.

Primary care trust executive and non-executive directors were selected based on their corporate responsibility for organisational performance. Senior managers were selected based on their role and involvement in managing primary care performance in relation to productivity performance indicators. All six executive and non-executive directors invited to participate from the PCT accepted the invitation. The SHA directors and associate directors were selected based on their role and involvement in primary care performance management in relation to productivity performance indicators. Of four invitees, three accepted and one delegated responsibility to an associate director who led on performance management in primary care.

Data collection and analysis
The interview schedule was developed using the findings from relevant literature and informal interviews. The use of informal interviews allowed the exploration of the face validity of questions and terminology, prior to the formal interviews (Campbell et al., 2002). Throughout the process, consideration was given to the underlying assumptions of the principal-agent theoretical framework and research objectives, enabling links between the results and broader theoretical framework as appropriate to case study research (Yin, 1989). The interview schedule covered performance management and inter-organisational relationships; performance management information, barriers to performance management and incentives and rewards.

Twenty-six participants were interviewed: ten GPs, two practice managers, six PCT executive directors, one PCT non-executive director, four SHA directors and three senior managers. Each interview lasted on average 45 minutes and was held on NHS premises in a private and confidential setting. Interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed to increase reliability. Following each interview, a consent form along with a follow up letter was sent to individuals who had participated in the study expressing thanks for their contribution and offering the opportunity to ask questions or contact the researcher if there was a desire to provide further information.
Interviews were transcribed, coded and organised into themes with the support of NVIVO 8 computer software. Matrix analysis techniques were used to summarise and theme data accordingly and an iterative process was employed to ensure reliability of coding (Saldana, 2012). These techniques were selected owing to the amount of data requiring analysis and the ability to view wide ranging information at one time. Data were analysed using recurrent themes across responses from different disciplines and comments as well as specific quotes which although infrequent, contributed richness and depth of the findings.

Findings
The findings cover understanding performance management, performance data in primary care and barriers to performance management, which are then synthesised in the discussion to show how the principal-agent framework helps understanding. Principal is represented by the managers (PCT or SHA) and agent is represented by clinicians (general practitioners))

Understanding performance management
Most participants from all backgrounds viewed performance measurement as data collection for comparison and benchmarking purposes. There was a view that although measurement needs to come first, quantitative metrics often have little or no meaning in isolation. With respect to performance management, most participants across the various disciplines described the term performance management as: using data to promote actions or change, to instil an improvement, or to achieve desired objectives. One director referred to performance management as: measurement with a purpose. There was also a sense that in contrast to performance measurement, which was considered a quantitative approach, performance management adopted a more qualitative approach. General practitioners tended to describe performance management as comparison with peers or benchmarking, while managers generally believed that performance management was about achieving quality, standards and objectives. However, interviewees from various backgrounds made reference to the need to account for softer performance intelligence and measurable factors:

… softer measures, such as staff training and staff turnover, need to be considered as much as harder measures as this can have just as important effect on quality of patient care.

… there needs to be some audit of proxy measures across the whole pathway rather than simply counting the numbers.

Although outcomes were mentioned by clinicians (as agents) and managers (as the principal), there was a general consensus across both principals and agents that current systems and processes tend to focus only on numbers (measurement) rather than taking a holistic approach that would more appropriately reflect performance.

Performance measurement and management
All respondents indicated that there is more focus on NHS performance measurement than performance management. One GP felt that performance management was poor:

Performance management is not done well in primary care – we get lots of statistics and figures thrown at us and we go away and do our own management internally within the practice but in terms of external management – I don’t think there is much going on
Most participants believed that the NHS focused more on performance measurement than performance management and the terms are often used interchangeably. Reasons offered to explain this from several GPs and managers were:

… measurement is easier
… there is a focus on things that are easy to measure rather than what’s important
… management is more challenging

There was a view from SHA directors (the principal) that often measures are not valid, research-based or related to outcomes. Concern was expressed by SHA and some PCT directors about how misunderstanding can result in jumping to the wrong conclusions. One GP provided an example how referral rates could easily be misinterpreted:

High or low referrals may not be right or wrong and can often be explained by a variety of factors such as: lack of confidence, incompetence, time constraints, special interest, and morbidity levels etc.

Other barriers and difficulties with primary care performance indicators were highlighted:

a) Unsophisticated and poor understanding of measures and terminology.

b) There were problems with timescales associated with outcome measures.

c) There were too many indicators and too much time spent collecting data: feeding the beast, playing the game, chasing targets and not enough time spent using the data to improve patient care.

Clinicians found it difficult to find time to engage with performance management outside clinical commitments.

The principal-agent relationship

Managers generally believed there was a tension between managers as the principal and clinicians as agents, whereas fewer clinicians held this view. There was a belief by the principal that conflict exists because clinicians are not trained as managers and tend to focus on outcomes at an individual level whereas managers tend to place more attention on outcomes at a population level. The principals recognised the difficulty attaining an adequate mix of the two perspectives. Clinicians (as the agent) took the view that managers and clinicians viewed performance management from different perspectives and misunderstanding and non-acknowledgment of the opposing viewpoint often leads to mistrust between the two parties. The principals generally believed that a hierarchical relationship exists between managers and clinicians with clinicians holding what was described as professional superiority. Some management respondents felt it was difficult to challenge clinicians’ performance:

…. a manager is subservient to the clinician because they cannot exercise enough clout over a GP. This isn’t how it should be …

…. the medical profession has a natural professional superiority through academic and professional qualifications, which implies a higher level of attainment.

The only performance management mentioned by clinicians as the agent as relevant to them was the Quality and Outcomes Framework (QOF), and the local and national enhanced
services; both associated with significant financial rewards. Clinicians (agents) generally believed that accountability and autonomy should go hand-in-hand. Most described accountability as being answerable and the term autonomy as devolved power or having the freedom to act. Clinicians viewed accountability in the patient context whereas managers (the principal) referred to accountability as being accountable to the tax payer and having the responsibility for public money. Reference was made by some management participants to the (at the time) future NHS changes regarding devolving budgets and clinically led commissioning arrangements through CCGs. There was a perception that new responsibilities and accountabilities by clinicians as the agents weren’t recognised. There were concerns about them taking on significant responsibilities in CCGs equivalent to PCT chief executives.

… it’s impossible to have someone not employed by an organisation being held to account with corporate responsibility especially when they have a vested interest in driving their bottom line.

Agents made reference to micro-managing clinicians as being counter-productive, stifling innovation and deterring progress that would ultimately damage the profession in the long term. However, there was also a view by one GP that there ought to be greater accountability and less autonomy applied to poor performing practitioners; both financially and clinically. Both principals and agents agreed there was a professional tension between clinicians and managers that contributes to disengagement with performance management:

As clinicians we tend to focus on patient outcomes and retaining professional autonomy whilst managers want to control.

Principals in general did not feel that clinicians as agents were engaged with performance management as this is not something in which they are trained. Others believed that performance management was often seen as threatening to clinicians who were sceptical of performance measures especially when the measures relating to their respective practices did not fall within an acceptable range from the average when they would seek ways to discredit the data. There was a variable response to the perceived clinical disengagement with performance management. Principals in particular believed that a few self-promoting clinicians, often those who had taken on PCT leadership and clinical roles tended to represent the professional body at large that always risks not engaging the right clinicians. There was a belief by agents that managers as the principal were more engaged than clinicians with performance management and that the question should really be:

Is performance management being used for the right purpose?

Performance data in primary care
Examples were cited during interviews from the various disciplines on how performance data was used in primary care to promote change. More agents than principals cited using prescribing data to promote a change in prescribing behaviour. Principals referred to pathway re-design and referral data whereas agents cited QOF data to improve patient outcomes. Using clinical audit to improve outcomes for patients through revising the end-of-life care pathway was one example where performance data resulted in change. Practice review meetings was another example where performance information had been used to promote improvements through reviewing appointment systems and improving access. Agents referred to the Quality and Outcomes Framework (QOF) when asked about current performance indicators used to assess primary care performance. Agents generally believed
that QOF was the most relevant performance framework to them. In contrast, the principals
did not refer to QOF – a national framework in which the principals had no formal reporting
role; i.e., practice managers report data directly to the Department of Health. Although there
was recognition that QOF had been a good start to help standardise practice, some agents
thought that aspects could be improved:

… QOF indicators for diabetes and epilepsy has enabled a standardised approach and
identification of patients who were perhaps not previously being reviewed.

Agents mentioned QOF indicator considered poor quality-measures owing to their subjective
nature:

... Patient experience questionnaire is very questionable. It is very subjective,
unreliable and involves such a small number of patients within a practice. It really is
not a meaningful performance measure.

Reference was made to inappropriate strategic behaviour potentially resulting in unintended
consequences:

… When developing performance frameworks, there is often a lack of recognition
that people will game the system. Similar to restricting certain treatments by setting
criteria, but as soon as that criteria becomes common knowledge an individuals’
eligibility changes in order to meet the criteria.

… Twenty-four/forty-eight primary care access targets simply made GPs restrict
booking and access in order to meet the target. Thus the desired outcome was not
achieved and resulted in poor patient satisfaction.

Although principals and agents generally believed that incentivising performance measures,
such as productivity performance indicators, could change behaviour, there was a view that
such indicators (aside from those already included in QOF, regarded as clinical indicators)
should not become a mandatory contractual obligation. Some respondents believed that
incorporating such measures into QOF would lead to perverse behaviour and unintended
consequences where practice staff could *game the system* to their benefit and at patient care
expense.

There would be concerns over how the measures could be incorporated safely due to
potential associated perverse behaviour. For example, if average referrals over the
year is looking high, patients may suffer if not referred appropriately simply because
of the need to hit a target and receive an incentive …

… to incentivise ‘to avoid certain things’ could be the start of patients being rationed
by the back door.

… this will lead to ‘gaming’ in the system. How can I get my maximum points? Or
how can I fulfil my contractual obligations?

With respect to referral targets, agents referred to putting clinicians in a difficult position
causing a potential conflict as the patient’s advocate. Value alignment was raised by a
principal as being key to aligning objectives:
... the contract is only the formality, it’s the values alignment you need. You don’t have to worry too much about what it says in the contract. If everybody is agreed that they want to do it, you almost never go back to the contract. You need it in the contract when somebody doesn’t want to do it actually.

Agents criticised the current performance management and related measures:

…. most indicators are designed with different functions in mind – the question should be: are the indicators really achieving their aims? The other question is: is it a good use of public money? The new GP contract resulted in a huge amount of public money being thrown at trying to improve standards of care which were already being achieved!

… indicators are often developed as a knee-jerk reaction to a situation. Performance measurement has gone too far … it should be tied into professional re-validation …

A principal commented on the difficulty making comparisons in health care:

Performance management can be helpful if you are comparing ‘like-with-like’ but the problem with health is the range of environmental factors, which are not considered. Crude data doesn’t take into consideration these factors.

Discussion

Our findings show that performance management is influenced by understanding performance management, the systems used and the principal-agent relationship, which influence goal alignment and performance.

Understanding performance management

Goal alignment depends on the degree to which a common understanding and clarity of meaning can be reached across all key stakeholders. The findings suggest there is confusion between the terms performance measurement and performance management and they are often used interchangeably in the NHS. The two are interpreted differently among different professional groups. The confusion and different interpretation by principals and agents suggests different professional groups have different beliefs of what constitutes performance management and performance measurement. Although principal-agent theory suggests goal alignment can be achieved through shared objectives, this research shows that it is not happening in practice. In the NHS, varied and multiple relationships exist between professionals that result in a complex web of information asymmetry and self-interest that need to be balanced against the desired objectives. Our findings suggest that goal alignment may only ever be achieved in part, owing to factors such as professional background and relationships between the principal and agent. The degree to which goal alignment is achieved depends commonality and agreement on understanding what constitutes performance management and trust between principal and agent. This may be increased once clinical staff join the commissioning process; i.e., take the principal role through involvement in CCGs - possible area for further research using the principal-agent framework.

Systems used for performance management

1. Qualitative measures and soft intelligence. Where qualitative measures, soft intelligence and tangible metrics are used as a performance management system, goal alignment
needs to apply to all. There was agreement across both principals and agents, who believed that NHS staff tends to focus on things that are easy to measure rather than managing what is important. This may be because performance management is more challenging than simply measuring predetermined targets. Findings suggest that soft performance intelligence, such as: training, multidisciplinary teamwork, communication and shared vision may be as high a priority as the harder, more tangible metrics. All parties appear to agree the need for wider ranging measures.

2. **Influences on system design and management.** Goal alignment may be achieved by principals influencing local clinical engagement and ownership with clinicians as agents, and on agreeing primary care performance indicators with policy makers. Little reference to QOF by managers (a framework they did not design or monitor) suggests this was not a priority, or that outcomes were being delivered to an adequate standard irrespective of local performance management techniques. This may be because the framework forms part of a nationally negotiated contract and so there is little influence that can be applied locally to affect how it is delivered. Another explanation might be that metrics included within the framework are so well resourced (financial incentives) that adequate standards are being achieved irrespective of the meaning or quality. Findings about the QOF and the financial rewards associated with the framework showed that there were QOF indicators considered by some clinicians as poor quality-measures. These could lead to poorer outcomes for patients, yet practices continue to be incentivised for achieving such targets. Some principals and agents believed that indicators were excessive, which led to a chasing targets culture rather than improving service quality.

3. **Accurate, responsive and timely data.** The data used for performance management must be accurate, up to date, and responsive to changes over time, and adequately explained prior to being used. The findings showed that misunderstanding and poor data-interpretation can lead to inaccurate conclusions and erroneous decisions. This was a common concern from both principal and agent.

The principal-agent relationship

1. **Trust.** The trust between principal and agent depends on the degree to which information asymmetry can be overcome and goal alignment achieved. This involves addressing professional superiority. At a practice level, the perceived hierarchical relationship between managers as the principal and clinicians as agents could act as a barrier to improving performance and achieving goal alignment. There was a belief by the principal that, clinicians as agents focussed on outcomes at an individual level and have difficulty understanding population health economics. Clinicians accepted being challenged on their performance by an expert in that particular field or a peer rather than a general manager.

2. **Autonomy and accountability.** Goal alignment depends on principals and agents supporting the overall vision and objectives, and ensuring the right balance is struck between accountability and responsibility, and the flexibility to innovate. Principals viewed accountability as being to the taxpayer compared with the agents or clinicians who referred to accountability as being to their patients. Managers believed there should be greater accountability to the tax payer whereas clinicians believed that less micro-management improves performance and innovation. This conflict is reported in the literature as the need to integrate tangible performance management such as standards, priorities and accountability with clinical network soft intelligence systems, professional concern, patient focus, peer review and continuous improvement (Smith, 2004).
3. **Professional backgrounds.** There is a professional tension depending on principals and agents' professional backgrounds. Agents in this study referred to managers micro-managing, stifling innovation and deterring progress, while managers referred to a general clinical disengagement with performance management possibly considered as threatening to clinicians who were sceptical of performance measures especially when they didn’t fall within an acceptable range from the average resulting in a desire to discredit the data.

Although there appeared to be a variable response by clinicians with performance management, Principals generally believed that a few clinicians who had taken on PCT leadership and clinical roles tended to represent the professional body at large. This always risks not engaging the right clinicians. Based on our findings, an adapted principal-agent theory, when applied to primary care, has been developed (Figure 2).

**Figure 2 here**

**Conclusion**

The principal-agent theoretical framework can be used to better understanding primary care performance management. Exploring two **Information asymmetry** and **goal alignment** assumptions helps to understand and explain the empirical findings. Complex professional relationships and inter-dependencies within the NHS that influence goal alignment suggests that goal alignment is unlikely to be fully achieved. However, it is possible that greater alignment will be achieved by involving clinicians in commissioning and general practice performance management following the recent NHS reforms. The degree to which a common understanding and clearer meaning can be reached among principals and agents will affect performance. Consistently interpreting objectives at all levels with adequate communication throughout the organisation will affect performance and subsequent goal alignment. This will remain a challenge within the NHS owing to professional backgrounds and training.

As well as tangible metrics, valued qualitative measures and soft intelligence must be a performance management system if goal alignment is to be achieved. The influence of managers as the principal over local clinical engagement and local ownership is a crucial element to improving goal alignment. Incentives and rewards aligned to strategic objectives that cannot lead to inadvertent behaviour and unintended consequences is also important. Achieving goal alignment and improving performance is an important relationship between the principal and agent, and in particular the trust between them, which will affect many other dimensions that influence **information asymmetry** and **goal alignment.** These include: stakeholders’ ability to overcome the divide between managers as the principal and clinicians as agents; the level at which principals and agents agree with the overall vision and objectives; attaining the right balance between financial and clinical accountability with clinical autonomy and the flexibility to innovate; and ensuring information is: accurate, up to date, responsive and adequately explained prior to use or release into the public domain.
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Figure 1: The principal-agent theoretical framework and its application
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Figure 2: Agency theory applied to primary healthcare

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Understanding Performance Management</th>
<th>Systems used for Performance Management</th>
<th>Relationship between Principal and Agent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Common understanding and consistently interpreting objectives at all levels throughout the organisation</td>
<td>Qualitative measures and soft intelligence as well as tangible metrics</td>
<td>Trust between principal and agent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear strategic direction from policy makers</td>
<td>Local clinical engagement and ownership</td>
<td>Ability to overcome information asymmetry between principal and agent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Information being: accurate, up to date, responsive and adequately explained prior to public release.</td>
<td>Getting the correct balance between autonomy and flexibility to innovate with accountability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Overcome inadvertently using incentives and potential unintended consequences</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Goal alignment and improved performance depends on achieving these factors

**IMPROVED PERFORMANCE**